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Come On In 
A casual open house provides a 

breather in the middle of this hectic 
season. Stylemaker Janna Lufkin 

shares her secrets for pulling it off.
by joanna linberg | photos kim cornelison

produced by janna lufkin

fresh | living

Seasonal scrapbook papers 
and gift wrap form and 
decorate the candy-filled 
paper trees and beeswax 
candles that Janna hands 
out as party favors. Go to 
our Holiday Workbook at 
BHG.com/workbookfavors 
to download a free tree 
template and get the how-
to for both projects.  
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Make it easy on yourself: These are the words Janna 
Lufkin lives by when planning her holiday open 
house. “An open house is less stress,” Janna says. 
“Pick an afternoon and let guests come and go for a 
few hours.” To keep the details fuss-free, pick one 
material and use it over and over again. She chose a 
handful of scrapbook papers and gift wraps to turn 
into invitations, decorations, and favors. 

Tree line
Janna’s go-to papers first crop up on 
the invitation, above. Cut triangles 
in varying sizes from paper; glue in 
layers to cardstock and add scrapbook 
embellishments. Use a rubber stamp to 
include the party details on the back. 
A ribbon lets guests reuse the invite as 
an ornament.

Made for grazing
A buffet setup, left, makes for easy 
pickings. Janna favors soup because it 
can be made a day ahead and reheated 
for the party. The table features 
oversize paper cones and a rug used 
as a sturdy runner. 

Roll ’em out
Strips of paper secure rolled napkins, 
below. Notch the ends of the paper to 
mimic ribbon, then adhere with a glue 
dot or double-sided tape.
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Treat tower
“Cake stands are super versatile,” 
Janna says. “They add height and make 
a great centerpiece.” She sticks with 
white—“food is always prettier on 
white”—and stacks them to create a 
tiered dessert stand.
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“I love an open house—
you’re entertaining, 
but it doesn’t feel like 
there’s so much work to 
do, and you get to see 
all your friends.” 

Janna Lufkin

Carry on
Janna likes inexpensive tart pans that 
are plate and tray in one, right. She 
serves soup in mugs that are easier for 
guests to handle than full bowls. Keep 
the mug stable with a square of grippy 
shelf liner. n

For buying information see page 205.

Win lemon 
cypress trees!
To win a trio of lemon cypress 
trees (similar to those at left) 
from our Better Homes and 

Gardens Flowers by FTD® 
collection, visit  
BHG.com/wintrees  

on December 1 to enter.  
Details on page 193.  

Snack central
Janna serves seasonal ales from a large 
bucket filled with ice, left. (Don’t forget 
the bottle opener—Janna ties hers 
to the ice bucket with a long ribbon.) 
Paper cones hold snack nuts. Potted 
lemon cypress trees get a quick dress-
up with lengths of paper ribbon and 
kraft paper secured by twine.


